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The work in this paper is directed at developing correction terms for a truncated structural dynamic model, which
includes the eﬀect on the structural response of both low and high frequency unmodelled vibration modes. The proposed
model correction approach considers the corrected truncated model that only takes into account resonant modes within
the bandwidth of interest and the optimised correction terms. The proposed approach is in contrast to the standard model
correction approach that normally utilises a feedthrough correction term, taking into account only the unmodelled high
frequency modes, while including all low frequency resonant modes into the truncated model. Thus, when one only inter-
ested in controlling vibration associated with a speciﬁed bandwidth of interest, the order of the corrected truncated model
can be kept suﬃciently low since the model does not have to include low and high frequency modes, leading to less com-
plicated control design problems. Such active control within the speciﬁed bandwidth can be crucial for control tasks in the
vibration minimisation at localised structural regions or in the noise reduction due to some coupled structural–acoustic
modes. The procedures for calculating the optimal correction terms which include the lower and higher order mode con-
tributions are outlined for both analytical and experimental models, allowing the procedures to be used for a wide range of
theoretical and practical applications.
 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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The performance of model-based optimal control normally relies on the accuracy of the dynamic model
used for control design, even when a robust control design strategy such as the robustH1 control is employed.
This requirement can complicate the task in obtaining suﬃciently accurate dynamic models for ﬂexible struc-
ture systems since the systems are spatially distributed and thus theoretically have an inﬁnite number of0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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reduce the order by truncating the high frequency modes above the bandwidth of interest. However, neglecting
the eﬀect of higher frequency modes to the in-bandwidth dynamics can have a signiﬁcant impact to the accu-
racy of the model, particularly since the locations of zeros of the system are changed. The reduction of the
model’s accuracy can negatively aﬀect the control performance and stability, which means that the eﬀect of
unmodelled modes has to be included in the truncated model through the use of a model correction term.
The underlying theory describing the control approach based on a truncated model with an approximation
term has been well documented (Halim, 2002; Hansen and Snyder, 1997). The approach usually targets the
ﬁrst few structural resonances within a particular bandwidth, with 0 Hz as the lower limiting frequency.
However, in some practical control cases, it may be necessary to target modes occurring at higher frequen-
cies and to ignore those occurring at low frequencies, such as when the control objective is to reduce the sound
radiation from a structure. In this case, it would be desirable to truncate the model at both low and high fre-
quencies so that the control eﬀort is focused only on the in-bandwidth modes of interest. Therefore, the aim of
this work is to develop a procedure to determine optimal model correction terms that simultaneously take into
account the eﬀects of lower and higher frequency out-of-bandwidth modes, leading to a low order dynamic
model. Since the order of the model has a signiﬁcant impact to the complexity of the developed optimal con-
troller, standard model-based control design frameworks can then be utilised for obtaining optimal controllers
with a low order suitable for practical control applications.
The ﬁrst section of this paper focuses on the adjustment needed for an analytical model, to account for the
eﬀect on the system response of both low and high frequency unmodelled modes. The objective is for the trun-
cated analytical model to achieve a more accurate approximation of the real system. To illustrate the meth-
odology of the truncated model optimisation, an example of an analytical cantilever beam model is used.
The second section of the paper illustrates how to account for the eﬀect on the system response of both
low and high frequency unmodelled modes for the case of an experimental model, based on experimental data
for a cantilever beam. The last section describes the adjustment of the corrected truncated model so that the
model can be conveniently used with standard optimal and robust control design frameworks such as H1 or
H2 control methods.2. Correction method for a truncated analytical model
To design a controller using an analytical model of a ﬂexible structure, there must ﬁrst be an understanding
and successful modelling of the structure to be controlled. This section gives a brief summary of a 1-D ﬂexible
structure model (the example chosen is a cantilever beam), as this has already been extensively covered in the
existing literature (de Abreu, 2003; Hansen and Snyder, 1997; Meirovitch et al., 1981).2.1. Modelling of ﬂexible structure systems
The analytical model for axial, torsional and ﬂexural vibration is derived using standard partial derivative
equation methods, which can be found in Meirovitch (1986) and de Silva (2000). For spatially distributed
systemsL yðt; rÞf g þ C oyðt; rÞ
ot
 
þM o
2yðt; rÞ
ot2
 
¼ f ðt; rÞ; ð1Þwhere y is the structural displacement at the location r along the structure, L andM are linear homogeneous
diﬀerential operators, and C is the damping operator. In this work it is assumed that the modes are not coupled
through the damping and that the damping is proportional, as is commonly used in modal analysis theory. C is
then equal to c1Lþ c2M, where c1 and c2 are non-negative constants. Finally, a general excitation force is
denoted by f. In modal analysis, the solution for yðt; rÞ in Eq. (1) can be assumed to be in a separable form,
consisting of contributions from an inﬁnite number of modes
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X1
i¼1
/iðrÞqiðtÞ; ð2Þwhere qiðtÞ is the temporal function of the system and, /iðrÞ is the structural eigenfunction obtained by solving
the associated eigenvalue problemLf/iðrÞg ¼ kiMf/iðrÞg ð3Þ
with ki related to the natural frequency (ki ¼ x2i ) of mode i.
The eigenfunction mode shapes are orthogonal and normalised through the following orthogonality
conditions:Z
R
/iðrÞLf/iðrÞgdr ¼ dijx2i ; ð4aÞZ
R
/iðrÞMf/iðrÞgdr ¼ dij; ð4bÞZ
R
/iðrÞCf/iðrÞgdr ¼ 2dijfixi; ð4cÞwhere dij is the Kronecker delta function, xi is the ith natural frequency, fi is the ith damping ratio
(fi ¼ c1x
2
i þc2
2xi
), and R is the domain of the structure, where r 2 R.
Based on Ewins book of 1984 (page 47, Eq. (2.49)) and on Eq. (2), the transverse deﬂection of the beam,
yðs; rÞ, where L½yðt; rÞ ¼ yðs; rÞ isyðs; rÞ ¼
X1
i¼1
/iðrÞ/iðrf Þf ðsÞ
s2 þ 2fxisþ x2i
: ð5ÞConsidering that the external force is point-wise at r ¼ rf , f ðt; rf Þ ¼ f ðtÞdðrf Þ and the transfer function be-
tween the applied point force f ðsÞ at r ¼ rf , and the transverse deﬂection of the beam, yðs; rÞ isyðs; rÞ
f ðsÞ ¼
X1
i¼1
/iðrÞ/iðrf Þ
s2 þ 2fxisþ x2i
: ð6Þ2.2. Optimisation of the correction terms for the truncated analytical model
Developing a feedback controller for ﬂexible structures is usually done by ﬁrst developing a modal model of
the structural response, as detailed in the preceding section. Because it is not possible to model the inﬁnite
number of modes which makes up the total structural response, the standard approach is to use a truncated
model which ignores the inﬂuence of all modes above a certain frequency. The eﬀect of these unmodelled
modes is usually taken into account in the truncated model by using certain model correction terms. In some
cases, however, it may be desirable to control a structure over a ﬁnite bandwidth that lies above certain low
frequency modes, as well as below certain high frequency modes. In this case, it is sensible to utilise a truncated
model that does not just exclude high frequency modes, but also exclude the low frequency modes below the
bandwidth of interest. The eﬀect of low and high frequency modes to the in-bandwidth dynamics can be taken
into account through the proposed optimal model correction terms.
Approximation terms have been developed in the past (Clark, 1997; Moheimani and Clark, 2000; de Abreu
et al., 2004) to account for the eﬀect of high frequency unmodelled vibration modes on the structural response.
This is called classical optimal truncation, and is well documented in the literature for being highly eﬀective in
controlling low frequencies (Clark, 1997; de Abreu et al., 2004; Moheimani et al., 2003). This section describes
the development of approximation terms to account for the eﬀect of both low and high frequency unmodelled
vibration modes on the structural response (using an approach similar to that used in modal analysis to adjust
the experimental model). Here, an outline will be presented of the procedures for calculating the optimal cor-
rection terms that include the lower and higher order mode contributions. The new control approach has a
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highest frequency of interest.
There is usually a particular frequency bandwidth that is of interest for high frequency modal control,
whereas standard controller design approaches usually include all lower frequency modes, even when their res-
onance frequencies are below the bandwidth of interest. This may complicate the control design, since the
states representing the lower frequency modes also need to be included, resulting in a controller that unnec-
essarily attempts to control those lower frequency modes in addition to the higher frequency modes which are
of interest. Because the model must be truncated for practical reasons, the performance of the controller is
directly determined by the reduced model G rðsÞ (in Eq. (7)), and the way in which it is reduced. To maintain
high controller performance, the model must take into account the residual dynamic GdðsÞ (in Eq. (7)), due to
higher frequency modes. This has been done by others (Clark, 1997) who show the required relocation of poles
and zeros to account for the model truncation. However in the analysis of Clark (1997), all the lower modes
are included in the model. As previously mentioned, when the focus is only on a speciﬁed frequency band-
width, maximising the control eﬃciency in the bandwidth of interest requires the truncation of the modes
above and below that bandwidth. In this case, to account for the altered poles and zeros as a result of the
truncation, it is necessary to account for the lower order modes using a low frequency residual dynamic
G lðsÞ, as well as for the higher order modes using a high frequency residual dynamic GdðsÞ. This section looks
at how GdðsÞ is derived.
Consider a general transfer function, similar to the one shown in Eq. (5). Supposing that the objective is to
control broadband vibration between the frequencies of the m1th and m2th vibration modes, the modal model
may be written asGðsÞ ¼
X1
i¼1
F i
s2 þ 2fixisþ x2i
;
¼
Xm11
i¼1
F i
s2 þ 2fixisþ x2i
þ
Xm2
i¼m1
F i
s2 þ 2fixisþ x2i
þ
X1
i¼m2þ1
F i
s2 þ 2fixisþ x2i
;
¼G lðsÞ þ G rðsÞ þ GdðsÞ; ð7Þwhere m1 is the mode number of the ﬁrst vibration mode of interest, m2 is that of the last one, and F i is the
matrix of the external forces. Using a similar approach to that used in modal analysis (Ewins, 1984) as shown
in Fig. 1, it can be seen that the contribution of the modes with resonance frequencies above and below the
frequency bandwidth of interest can be approximated by a relatively simple function. Hence, the full model
GðsÞ can be approximated by eG ðsÞ, which is a function containing G rðsÞ, which includes the modes in the fre-
quency bandwidth of interest, along with a zero-order parameter Kd to represent the contribution of the high-
er frequency modes to that bandwidth of interest, and a second-order parameter K lx2 to represent the
contribution of the lower frequency modes, where s ¼ jx.eG ðxÞ ¼ K l
x2
þ G rðxÞ þ K d : ð8ÞThe idea is to evaluate the optimal Kd and K l by minimising the H2 norm of the following cost function J:J ¼ W ðxÞ GðxÞ  eG ðxÞ  2
2
; ð9ÞwhereW ðxÞ is a perfect band-pass ﬁlter that has a unit value in ½xc;xa and ½xa;xc, where xc ¼ xm2þxm2þ12
and xa ¼ xm1þxm112 . The optimum values of Kd and K l can be found by diﬀerentiating J with respect to K d and
K l. Since the damping is usually small for ﬂexible structures, the following derivation assumes fi ! 0. Using
Eqs. (7) and (8), Eq. (9) can be rewritten as
Fig. 1. Mode contributions to energy inside and outside the frequency bandwidth of interest: (a) low frequencies, (b) frequencies of
interest and (c) high frequencies, from Ewins (1984).
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  2
2
¼ W ðsÞ
X1
i¼1
i62½m1;m2
F i
s2 þ x2i
 K l
x2
 K d
0BB@
1CCA


2
2
ð10ÞJ ¼ 1
2p
Z 1
1
Re tr W ðxÞ
X1
i¼1
i62½m1;m2
F i
s2þx2i
K l
x2
K d
0BB@
1CCA
2664
3775

W ðxÞ
X1
i¼1
i62½m1;m2
F i
s2þx2i
K l
x2
K d
0BB@
1CCA
2664
3775
8><>:
9>=>;
8><>:
9>=>;dx
¼ 1
p
Z xc
xa
tr
X1
i¼1
i62½m1;m2
Fi
x2i x2
X1
i¼1
i62½m1;m2
F i
x2i x2
8><>:
9>=>;2Re tr
X1
i¼1
i62½m1;m2
Fi
x2i x2
Kd
8><>:
9>=>;
8><>:
9>=>;þ tr KdKd
	 
8><>:
2Re tr
X1
i¼1
i 62½m1;m2
Fi
x2i x2
K l
x2
8>><>:
9>>=>;
8>><>:
9>>=>;þ tr
KlK l
x4
 
þ2Re tr K

lK d
x2
  
dx ð11Þ
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ing J with respect to K l and equating the result to zero givesoJ
oK l
¼ 2
p
Z xc
xa
K l
x4
þ Kd
x2
 1
x2
X1
i¼1
i62½m1;m2
F i
x2i  x2
8><>:
9>=>;dx ¼ 0: ð12ÞThe ﬁrst term of the above equation can be expressed as follows:Z xc
xa
K l
x4
dx ¼ 1
3
x3c  x3a
x3cx
3
a
 
K l ¼ bK l: ð13ÞThe second term can be expressed asZ xc
xa
K d
x2
dx ¼  xc  xa
xcxa
 
K d ¼ -Kd : ð14ÞAnd the third term can be similarly expressed, where
P1
i¼1
i62½m1;m2
¼P62 is used to simplify the notationZ x Z x  c
xa
1
x2
X
62
F i
x2i  x2
dx ¼
c
xa
X
62
F i
x2i
1
x2i  x2
þ 1
x2
dx
¼
X
62
vi
x2i
þ -
X
62
F i
x2i
ð15Þwith vi ¼ F ix2i ln
ðxcþxiÞjxaxi j
jxcxijðxaþxiÞ
n o
.
Thus, the optimal K l can be obtained using Eqs. (13)–(15) as follows:K l ¼ 1b
X
62
vi
x2i
þ -
X
62
F i
x2i
 -K d
 !
¼ 1
b
Ci  -K dð Þ ð16Þwith Ci ¼
P
62
vi
x2i
þ -P 62 F ix2i . Using a similar approach, the optimal K d is found by diﬀerentiating J in Eq. (11)
with respect to K d . Substituting Eq. (16) into the equation obtained by diﬀerentiating Eq. (11) with respect to
Kd givesoJ
oK d
¼ 2
p
Z xc
xa

X
62
F i
x2i  x2
þ K l
x2
þ Kd
( )
dx
¼ 2
p
Z xc
xa
K d 1 -bx2
 
þ Ci
bx2

X
62
F i
x2i  x2
( )
dx ¼ 0: ð17ÞThe ﬁrst term of Eq. (17) is equal toZ xc
xa
K d 1 -bx2
 
dx ¼ xc  xa  -
2
b
 
K d ¼ cK d ; ð18Þwhile the second term isZ xc
xa
Ci
bx2
dx ¼ -
b
Ci; ð19Þand the third term is
Z xc
xa
X
62
F i
x2i  x2
dx ¼ 
X
62
vi: ð20Þ
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X
62
vi 
-
b
Ci
 !
: ð21ÞThe optimisation approximation function eG ðxÞ now can be calculated using Eq. (21). The next step is
to include the obtained optimal correction terms to the original truncated model in the form of a
state-space system so that the eﬀectiveness of the correction terms can be conveniently analysed
numerically.
The state-space representation of a ﬂexible structure is detailed in Appendix A. The following state-space
representation combines the conventional state-space representation of Appendix A and the optimisation
results from the previous section_xoðsÞ ¼AoxoðsÞ þ Bof ðsÞ; ð22aÞ
yðsÞ ¼CoxoðsÞ þDof ðsÞ; ð22bÞwhereAo½2ðNþNf Þ2ðNþNf Þ ¼
A 0½2N2Nf 
0½2Nf2N  Al
" #
ð23aÞ
Al½2Nf 2Nf  ¼
0½NfNf  I ½NfNf 
0½NfNf  0½NfNf 
" #
ð23bÞ
Bo½2Nf Nf  ¼
B½2NNf 
0½NfNf 
I ½NfNf 
264
375; ð23cÞand where F ½rc denotes the number of rows r and columns c of matrix F. The remaining matrices in Eq. (22a)
areCo½Ny2ðNþNf Þ ¼ C ½Ny2N  K l 0½NyNf 
  ð24aÞ
Do½NyNf  ¼ Kd : ð24bÞSubscripts f and y denote the terms associated with the disturbance force, and the displacement respectively. N
is the number of vibration modes taken into account (N ¼ m2  m1 þ 1), and Nf is the number of point-wise
disturbance sources.2.3. Example
A particular example of a cantilevered beam is now considered. Suppose that the bandwidth of inter-
est for the system lies between the 4th to the 7th order vibration modes, which lies over a frequency
range from 342 to 1125 Hz. The eﬀectiveness of the new correction method derived from the general
theory was observed by looking at the frequency response between the beam’s tip displacement yðsÞ
and an applied point-wise force f ðsÞ. The results of the experiment were found to validate the general
theory.
Fig. 2 compares the transfer function results for a full model, GðsÞ (using the ﬁrst 30 modes, suﬃcient in
this case for representing the full model within the bandwidth of interest from 330 to 1150 Hz), with the
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Fig. 2. Frequency response yðxÞf ðxÞ due to model truncation and corrections. GðsÞ, the full model using 30 modes; G rðsÞ, the truncated model
without any correction terms; G rðsÞ þ Kdo, the truncated model with the optimal zero-order term of Kd ; and G rðsÞ þ Kd þ K l, the
truncated model with both optimal terms K l and Kd .
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only term taken into account in the objective function, J, is the zeroth order term of K d (in this case
c ¼ xc  xa and Ci ¼ 0); and G rðsÞ þ K d þ K l; when both terms K l and K d are included in the truncated
model. As stated previously, the bandwidth of interest falls between 330 and 1150 Hz shown in Fig. 2 as
the area between the two vertical thick black lines. Fig. 3 magniﬁes the frequency response in this frequency
range to show it more clearly.
The beneﬁcial eﬀect on the optimisation of using the two terms Kd and K l, as described above, can also be
seen by comparing the zeros, or anti-resonance frequencies, of the full system with the truncated ones (know-
ing that the poles remain identical). This is shown in Fig. 4 for the zeros within the frequency bandwidth of
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Fig. 3. Dynamic eﬀect of the model truncation and the corrections made within the frequency bandwidth of interest (330 Hz, 1150 Hz).
G. Barrault et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 4673–4689 4681interest. The reduced model with K l and Kd (square symbols) can be seen to be the one that most closely
matches the full model GðsÞ (diamond symbols).
3. Optimisation of the correction terms for the truncated experimental model
The existing control design frameworks generally allow the design of a model-based vibration control sys-
tem provided that an analytical model (Fuller and Von Flotow, 1995; Balas, 1978) or a suﬃciently accurate
simulation of the full system is available (Halim, 2002; de Abreu, 2003; Leleu, 2002). The typical complexity of
real-world systems generally makes the development of analytical models virtually impossible, and even if it
were possible in some cases, the time required to develop such a model is often excessive to the point of
impracticability. There are also problems that occur with the use of simulation models that are often grossly
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Fig. 4. Location of zeros for various models.
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representations of their actual systems, with such problems as the mismatching of resonance frequencies
and damping.
However, it is also possible to achieve a mathematical model of a given complex dynamic system by
processing data that are obtained from the real system. This is the approach used in this section,
where an experimental model of the system to be controlled is employed. However as the experimental
model has a large number of states, it needs to be truncated for computational purposes and control
design optimisation. The model is truncated simply by selecting the frequency region/bandwidth that
needs to be controlled. The methodology for accounting for the unmodelled modes G lðsÞ has been
set out in the previous section for the analytical case. The current section explains how the optimal
truncation method can be used to calculate correcting terms when analytical dynamic model is not
available. The ﬁrst step towards obtaining a truncated experimental model is to use the Subspace Mod-
el Identiﬁcation (SMI) theory and associated tools to extract information from the unique data gener-
ated by the actuators and received by the sensors in the absence of any control eﬀort. The second step
is to truncate the experimental model within a speciﬁed bandwidth and apply an optimal estimate of
the truncated model.3.1. Subspace model identiﬁcation
Considering the state-space representation of a systemxðk þ 1Þ ¼ AxðkÞ þ BvaðkÞ; ð25aÞ
vsðkÞ ¼ CxðkÞ þDvaðkÞ: ð25bÞThe SMI technique estimates the system matrices A, B, C , and D up to a similarity transformation
based on the measurements of the sensor, output, vsðkÞ and the actuator, input, vaðkÞ. In addition, sub-
space identiﬁcation evaluates the order n of the system, as discussed by Haverkamp (2001) and Van
Overschee and De Moor (1996). Although there exist several SMI algorithm families, the Multivariable
Output-Error State Space (MOESP) algorithm family has been chosen in this work because it has the
capability to deal with a combined deterministic/stochastic equation system. In the work discussed here,
the output error is assumed to be a contribution of white noise and a process noise; hence, the Post
G. Barrault et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 4673–4689 4683Output MOESP (PO-MOESP) algorithm is used because it is known to be the most suitable for this
case. More details about this algorithm are available in the work of Verhaegen (1994) and Verhaegen
and Dewilde (1992). The controllable modes of ðA;BÞ are assumed to be stable, the pair ðA;CÞ is as-
sumed to be observable and vaðkÞ is assumed to be persistent excitation of suﬃcient order; that is, ‘spec-
trally rich’.
The SMI technique provides a full experimental model, or in other words, a full estimated MIMO transfer
function GðsÞ ¼ CðsI  AÞ1B of the desired system. In order to easily manipulate the information contained
in the matrices of the system, the matrices are put into the modal canonical form. Each block in the diagonal is
a 2 2 matrix containing an eigenvalue and its complex conjugate.3.2. Optimal truncation for the truncated experimental model
Moheimani and Halim (2004) optimised the truncated model using linear matrix inequality (LMI) tech-
niques (Feron et al., 1994). The idea is to calculate the optimal feedthrough term Dopt of the truncated transfer
function eG ðsÞ of the full experimental model GðsÞ. However, the optimal truncation of Moheimani and Halim
(2004) is limited to use in systems where only low frequencies are to be controlled, while the proposed new opti-
mal truncation can be employed for any speciﬁed bandwidth of frequencies by using the convex optimisation
approach like the classical optimisation. Based on Eq. (7) and Fig. 1, the idea is now to evaluate the optimal
feedthrough term K d and second-order term K l of the truncated transfer function eG ðsÞ of the full experimental
model GðsÞ, by minimising the H2 norm of the following cost function J, as set out in Section 2.2:J ¼ W ðsÞ GðsÞ  eG ðsÞ  2
2
¼ EWk k22; ð26ÞwhereW ðsÞ is a band-pass ﬁlter that has a unit value in ½xa;xc with xc ¼ xm2þxm2þ12 and xa ¼
xm1þxm11
2
. With
GðsÞ and W ðsÞ expressed as Eq. (27).GðsÞ ¼ and W ðsÞ ¼ : ð27ÞThe subscript 2 in Eq. (27) denotes the states that are not accounted for in the truncated model. In additioneG ðsÞ can be written in state-space form as:
eG ðsÞ ¼ ð28ÞFor this method, the subscript l in Eq. (28) denotes the new states implied by the correction term K l, and Na is
the number of actuators.Al½2Na2Na  ¼
0½NaNa I ½NaNa
0½NaNa 0½NaNa
 
; Bl½2NaNa  ¼
0½NaNa
I ½NaNa
 
; ð29Þ
C l½Ns2Na  ¼ K l 0½NsNa
  ð30ÞUsing Eqs. (27) and (28), EW can be simpliﬁed as follows:
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ð32ÞwithA ¼
Aw BwC2 0
0 A2 0
0 0 Al
264
375; B1 ¼ Bw0
0
264
375; B2 ¼ BwDB2
0
264
375; Bl ¼ 00
Bl
264
375; ð33Þ
C ¼ ½Cw 0 0  and C l ¼ ½ 0 0 C l :
Using the Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMI) theory (Feron et al., 1994), the cost function J can be expressed as:
J ¼ trf CP CTg, where P ¼ PT > 0 is the solution to the Lyapunov inequalityAP þ PAT þ B1 C lP þ PðB1 C lÞT þ ðB1K d þ B2ÞðB1Kd þ B2ÞT < 0: ð34Þ
According to Moheimani and Halim (2004), K d and C l (which includes K l) can be found using the following
expression of the optimisation problem:min
P;Kd ; C l
trf CP CTg  : P > 0;
AP þ PAT þ B1 C lP þ PðB1 C lÞT B1Kd þ B2 þ Bl
ðB1Kd þ B2 þ BlÞT I
" #
< 0:
ð35ÞThe optimisation problem represented by Eq. (35) is extremely diﬃcult to compute because the term B1 C lP
contains two objective variables, C l and P, that are multiplied together. However, there is a simple alternative
that can be used to solve this computational issue: a temporary decomposition of this MIMO system into sev-
eral MISO systems; in other words, considering only one sensor at the time. In the MISO case, the transfer
function G liðsÞ can have two equivalent expressions using matrices Bl and C l of Eq. (30), where the subscript
i refers to the ith sensors, as follows:G liðsÞ ¼ C liðsI  AÞBl ¼ ClðsI  AÞBli; with Bli ¼
0
K li
 
; Cl ¼ I 0½ : ð36Þ
Table 1
Optimisation process
for i ¼ 1! Ns
minP;Kdi ;Bli trf CP CTg
 
:
P > 0;
AP þ P AT B1Kdi þ B2 þ Bli
ðB1Kdi þ B2 þ BliÞT I
 
< 0
8<:
end.
Kd ¼ ½KTd1   KTdNs T
K l ¼ ½KTl1   KTlNs  ) C l ¼ ½K l 0  and Bl ¼ ½ 0 I T
G. Barrault et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 4673–4689 4685The correction term K li can be placed in either the input or output matrices. For computational purposes K li
is initially placed in the input matrix, then relocated inside C l to its original position once its value(s)
have been calculated. The optimisation problem expressed in Eq. (35) can be then reformulated, as shown
in Table 1, without the two-objective-variable multiplication problem,
withFig. 5.A ¼
Aw BwC2 BwCl
0 A2 0
0 0 Al
264
375 and Bli ¼ 00
Bli
264
375: ð37Þ3.3. Example
The optimisation developed in this section was tested using a practical example: a cantilevered beam. The
eﬀectiveness of this correction method can be seen from the experimental data for a point sensor vsðsÞ and a
point actuator vaðsÞ set on the cantilevered beam. The transfer function for the experimental model GðsÞ was
determined using the SMI technique, and was then compared to the experimental transfer function GexpðsÞ,
which was determined as the ratio of the cross-power spectral density Pas (which relates the actuator output
va with the corresponding sensor output vs) to the power spectral density Paa of actuator output va. The cor-
rectness (or Variance Accounted For (VAF)) of the full experimental model transfer function GðsÞ was found
to occur for 99.95% of the corresponding experimental transfer function GexpðsÞ. The estimated transfer func-
tion GðsÞ was obtained using 15 modes. The obtained VAF level was considered to be suﬃcient for obtaining a
reasonably accurate model for demonstrating the eﬀectiveness of the proposed model correction approach.
The VAF expresses the model accuracy in percentage and is deﬁned as follows:0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
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varðym  ysÞ
varðymÞ
 
 100% ð38Þwith var the variance, ym the measured signal and ys the simulated signal. Fig. 5 shows the magnitudes of the
two frequency response functions. Consider a truncated model whose bandwidth of interest include four
modes from the 3rd mode up to the 6th mode. Hence, the next step is to truncate the full experimental model
GðsÞ (which has 15 modes) to just the four modes of interest. The full experimental model GðsÞ is compared
with three truncated models: one without any correction terms G rðsÞ, one with only the zeroth order term of
Kd , and one with both terms K l and K d . Fig. 6 shows the eﬀect of the correction terms, in which the band-
width of interest (100–900 Hz) lies between the two vertical black lines. The frequency response in this range is
magniﬁed to show it more clearly in Fig. 7.101 102 103
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Fig. 7. Dynamic eﬀect of the model truncation and the corrections within the frequency bandwidth of interest (100–900 Hz).
G. Barrault et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 4673–4689 4687The beneﬁcial eﬀect on the optimisation of using the two corrective terms described above can also be seen
by comparing the zeros (or anti-resonance frequencies) of the full system with the truncated ones (knowing
that the poles remain identical) as shown in Fig. 8: for the zeros within the frequency bandwidth of interest,
the reduced model, with both the K l and K d terms included (square symbols), is the closest to the full exper-
imental model GðsÞ (diamond symbols).
4. Optimisation adaptation for robust control design
For the design of optimal H2 or H1 controllers, the associated matrix H , described in Eq. (39), needs to
have full column rank (Zhou et al., 1996)H ¼
eA  jxI eBeC K d :
" #
ð39Þ
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Fig. 8. Location of zeros for various models.
4688 G. Barrault et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 4673–4689However, because eA depends on Al in Eq. (28), the associated matrix H of eA does not have full column rank.
Nonetheless, it is possible to simply replace matrix Al with matrix Aadj (see Eq. (40)), which produces an equal-
ly accurate optimisation, as the matrix Aadj is included in the optimisation process.Aadj ¼
0 I
x21I 2f1x1I
 
ð40Þwith x1 and f1 representing the natural frequency and damping ratio, respectively, of the ﬁrst mode. This
adjustment was derived from the fact that the ﬁrst mode transfer function multiplied by a gain gives an
approximate contribution of all the modes with resonance frequencies below the frequency bandwidth of
interest in the truncated model. This now gives the full, functional truncated experimental model for a given
system, which can be used to design the optimal controller for the frequencies of interest.
5. Summary
A new procedure has been developed to determine optimal correction terms for either truncated analytical
or experimental models that exclude both lower order and higher order modes outside the bandwidth of inter-
est. Optimal model correction terms were developed in this work to account for the eﬀect of unmodelled lower
and higher order modes. An approximation term was developed in this work to account for the eﬀect of these
unmodelled modes. The main advantage of the proposed approaches are that the order of the plant used
(2ðNa þ NÞ states) is lower than that of the plant most commonly used in control design (2m2 states).
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Appendix A. State-space representation of ﬂexible structure systems
Most contemporary control designs are represented in the state-space for the sake of convenience in terms
of modelling and to optimise the chances of ﬁnding the most suitable controller. Thus, the previous analytical
equations will now be expressed in the terms of this space.
G. Barrault et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 4673–4689 4689A state-space representation can be made using xðsÞ ¼ ½qðsÞ _qðsÞT as the state variable, with
qðsÞ ¼ ½q1ðsÞ    qN ðsÞ, combined with the transfer function Eq. (6)._xðsÞ ¼AxðsÞ þ Bf ðsÞ; ðA:1aÞ
yðsÞ ¼CxðsÞ; ðA:1bÞwhere f are the disturbances and y are the displacement output at particular locations. In the case of a can-
tilever beam with point-wise disturbances as modelled in Section 2.1, the state-space matrices can be written as
follows:A½2N2N  ¼
0½NN  I ½NN 
diagðx21; . . . ;x2N Þ 2diagðf1x1; . . . ; fNxNÞ
 
ðA:2Þ
B½2NNf  ¼
0½NNf 
/1ðrf1Þ    /1ðrfNf Þ
..
. . .
. ..
.
/N ðrf1Þ    /N ðrfNf Þ
2666664
3777775 ðA:3Þ
C ½Ny2N  ¼
/1ðry1Þ    /Nðry1Þ
..
. . .
. ..
.
0½NyN 
/1ðryNy Þ    /N ðryNy Þ
2664
3775: ðA:4ÞReferences
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